Benefits
Cloud based service
No installations, updates or backups needed. Logging in to the
web service is possible from computers, tablets or smartphones
wherever you are.

Statistics
Kitchen Manager ® allows you to easily access all the
statistics you might need. You have access to finances and
service history, as well as previous service rapports that
come with every individual machine. Making a budget, warranty
times, follow ups and optimising has never been easier. Have
control over your firm’s economy and the status of your
kitchen equipment.

Job Order
A digital job order is created for every time you troubleshoot
and includes all information about the technicians work.

Service History
Previously made repairs on your equipment is saved.

Equipment Overview
All your kitchen equipment in one place. A detailed list with
pictures and information about your kitchen equipment. A clear
overview will help you accomplish necessary arrangements
without hassle and long waiting times. Moreover, it helps the
technician to order the right parts, saving time consuming
visits and costs.

Budgeting
Simplify budgeting and keep track of your warranties with
service history.

Troubleshoot
Misunderstandings are now long gone. With our web service you
can report malfunctions on your terms. Kitchen Manager
® creates a clear and detailed report with pictures.
Eliminating confusion about place, equipment and what the
fault is. Management becomes effortless with a coherent
picture of the malfunction and access to previous repairs. No
unnecessary extra costs for preliminary investigations.

QR Quick-FA
Every equipment in the kitchen gets a QR-code that can be
scanned with any smartphone. Making troubleshooting to the
right service company even easier. You just have to scan the
QR, authenticate yourself on Kitchen Manager ® with a simple 4
digit code, fill in a report of what’s malfunctioning and
send. Done!
Every QR-code application on both Apple Store and Google Play
works excellently.

